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Firstly I would like to thank Marlene Goldman for her stimulating paper. We certainly look forward 

to reading her forthcoming book on these topics.  

The fact that Marlene underlines that dreams are here on the foreground, or anyway so are what we 

might call the extraconscious productive aspects of the subject, all of them including, is something 

that is particularly consonant with an analyst’s view. 

Therefore I will try to offer some comments on this interesting paper, trying to place side by side 

some observations that spring from my being an analyst. 

I think there are two main directions I can take to do what I have just underscored: one is to 

consider the text as it is, and comment on this. The other one is to consider it as what I can  call the 

Author’s dream, which is something different from the first stance. 

The first way must begin from…the beginning: Marlene says that  In Sight of the Lake’s opening 

sentence –“A woman goes to her doctor to have a prescription renewed”—relies on the diction and 

cadence of a joke”. This is a keen observation by Marlene Goldman. I would like to add that the 

impression is that if it is a joke, it is  a sad and dramatic one. The atmosphere, there, is somehow 

mysterious, disquieting, uncanny. And I am using that adjective, uncanny, intentionally, because 

this is used in the english translation of the german adjective “Unheimlich”,  from Sigmund Freud’s 

famous essay, Das Unheimliche, The “Uncanny”(1919): something that was familiar but has 

become the opposite, and tends to come back again. Something dramatic. Or something that has to 

do with the “Twilight edge” (to quote the famous serial of the sixties, worldwide known, and 

translated in italian as “Ai confini della realtà”, On the borders of reality, which I have always 

considered an apt and evocative translation). The tale, from the beginning, creates an expectancy 

made up with this kind of emotions,indeed on the border of reality, even enhanced because the 

reader knows nothing about what will be going on. A posteriori, we can think that  Nancy, tha main 

character, in her phantasy/hallucination/delusion, desperately tries to escape her illness, also trying 

to draw some kind of solution from her residual emotional and cognitive resources, but she cannot 

succeed in this enterprise, and finally she finds herself trapped into her dramatic and one way 

condition. Therefore this tale represents at the same time Nancy’s inner vicissitude and what Alice 

Munro wants to tell us about the mysterious presence of a nameless abyss that entraps and destroys. 

This is enhanced by the specific, well known style of the Author, who puts on the foreground the 

condition of everyday life: it shows mystery, fascination, beauty, evolution, but also anxiety, 

uneasiness, desperation: it deals with our common anxiety of living, our everyday inescapable 

drama. This drama has nothing to do with the tragical, cosmic-philosophical view of writers and 

poets such as, for example, Giacomo Leopardi, just to quote one of the greatest italian poets, 

because Munro’s view is rather about the mysterious, tragic banality of everyday human life, and 

for her this sounds uncanny too.  

Therefore our challenge here  is to try to get closer to the tragic nucleus of the story. If we do so, 

during the tale and mostly at its bitter end, we are certainly able to feel the sense of mockery as 

well, but we cannot escape from that inner sense of deep suffering and sorrow, where Nancy feels 

captured, both physically and mentally. She is the prisoner of a  physical and situational condition 

(the home for the elderly), but most of all she is a captive in a condition where her mind 

progressively abandons her, even if only partially.  

Here we cannot forget another important brief tale by Alice Munro, The Bear came over the 

mountain, untranslatable and meaningless  title in italian, in which we can see some peculiar 

differences from In sight of the lake, and where the plot is much more organised, I would say, in a 

literary direction, the past is strongly revisited, the couple of the main characters is imbued with 

memory (still alive or lost) and  sadness. 



 

What is gothic here, and Marlene Goldman is perfectly right in underscoring it, is the disturbing 

mood that the encounter with cognitive impairment produces in the other, that to say in all those 

who are confronted with  it. This has something to do with the profound anguish to meet a 

dimension made up of “perdition” (in the etimological sense of getting forever lost). Dementia here 

may resemble what can be thought psychoanalytically when a subject feels lost in an infinite space 

where his mind fails to accept, work through and mentally organise emotions into meaningful 

thoughts, as sometimes happens in the early development of a new born child: the mind seems to 

get lost in the dreadful darkness of an unknown universe, like an austronaut who loses his docking 

to his space shuttle. And in fact it is a very hard, lacerating  task to manage a person with a 

progressive cognitive impairment.  

------------------- 

It is noteworthy that seniors and fourth age people are the goal of young people’s projections and 

projective identifications (to use a technical jargon), at such a point that sometimes it is hardly 

possible to distinguish what in the fourth age is real and what is the product of someone else’s 

projections. But we must admit that this is true in many other conditions. So the point is: what is 

being projected or evacuated into the fourth age that sometimes forces us to evitate its aspects or 

that makes us consider it as a lost human dimension?  

Approaching neurocognitive disorders (better: neurocognitive disordered patients) we are often 

confronted with a sense of being actually on the border: we experience the persistence of creative 

thoughts in the person, but also the progressive separation of the mind from them. Of course it 

depends on the level of the disorder. But anyway we must strive to help the former condition and 

struggle against the latter. It is a great mistake (and an unethical judgement) to consider these 

people as incurable stoned people, which is instead not a rare commonplace.  These difficult, 

dramatic patients undoubtedly provoke deep anxiety in all of us, when we contact them, that is to 

say when we enter their inner world or begin to listen to it: at that moment we contact something 

which can be terrifying, and the  multifaceted anxiety that springs out of this contact leads us to 

reject their sometimes dreadful communications, and re-project them into them, creating at the same 

time a defensive wall between us and them, finally transforming these unfortunate patients into 

something that must be avoided. This refusal can be made up with horror, or with sneer or scorn. 

Like the nurse at the end of the tale. 

It is easy to understand how these unworked through feelings  cause gigantic problems in assisting 

these patients. That is why it is of vital importance to assist in turn the mental health professionals 

and the therapeutic groups, i.e. supervising them accurately. Sadly, we must admit that many times  

health administrative blindness is overwhelming. 

------------- 

 

Let’s make a little, further step. Nancy “imagines” a complicated story. What kind of imagination is 

that? From a clinical point of view, we must not neglect the living and fruitful mental  aspects of 

Nancy, and also her cry of pain through her delusional phantasy, which in no sense is meaningless, 

as we have learnt for a long time from dozens studies on cognitive impaired people, even if we 

cannot likewise forget that we are confronted with a very serious illness. We know for example that 

these kind of patients can be usefully approached with psychotherapy and with some relational 

tools, such as the famous “Doll game”. 

But we can also cross the border of the literary dimension and harbour the somehow metaphorical 

plan of the tale, and this is to me a fascinating step. Then all the features there gather another 

meaning: dementia, Nancy’s dream/delusion and so on take the characteristics of what can be called 

Alice Munro’s dream, which might bring us to a frightening area where creative thinking might be 

get lost (her thinking?), but where it can also be recovered thanks to her artistic elaboration,  even 

though something seems to trap her in any case. Something seems not to release her, there always 

seems to be the risk of what in latin is a vulnus, a wound, inside her, and something mysterious 



catches her in a sort of “dementia”, traps her and she seems she cannot disentangle herself, just like 

her unfortunate character, Nancy. 

Has this something to do with the fact that Munro has announced in 2013 that she will be retiring 

from her work? What happens to her if she gives up writing? Is she secretely frightened that doing 

that will trap her in a a sort of “de-mentia” (no-mind) of a psyche that could not be able to organize 

itself through its artistic work any longer? Is she afraid to be imprisoned in the sick home of the 

infinite wreck of her mind when she stops her writing/mental life?   

Her dreams could turn to nightmares,  degenerate like the mind of dementia patients, and her 

phantasies could not be transformed in an artistic weave, but might become delusions, 

hallucinations, impossible to organize and to be contained. Nancy might tell us all this, perhaps. 

 

There is another relevant assertion in Marlene’s paper. She says:  

For me, one of the most interesting and provocative features of the story is its reliance on dreams 

and, more precisely, on the elements of surrealism…. [Surrealism] highlights a debt to a movement 

that prized the individual imagination and famously did not pathologize altered states of 

consciousness….Breton also argued that those deemed mad should not be confined within asylums 

or denied their liberty simply because they had retreated into their imaginations. He argued, 

instead, that this faculty represents the most vital core of our humanity. 

I think this is very important. Needless to remember that just here in Italy we have abolished 

psychiatric hospitals since 1978, creating, surely for good and bad, an alternative web of mental 

health supplies in the NHS. Therefore we are perfectly aware that all these kind of patients need to 

be approached as human beings, not as irricoverable outcasts. Let’s consider also that, on the other 

hand, the surrealist movement loved “psychic wandering” , in the sense that there was a strong 

invitation to stress the unconscious dimension (i.e. automatic writing), a condition which is 

historically  well defined and that Marlene appropriately underlines. Yet it also seems hard to think 

that people suffering from neurocognitive impairment can be enlisted in this category, and I am sure 

Marlene agrees. If we really want to respect them properly, we cannot consider them either normal 

or even privileged people because they live in a dimension that may resemble a world of phantasy. 

This is rather a world where phantasy is progressively lost, because it is not supported by a return 

from the phantasy itself, regaining consciousness and sense of reality. By the way this latter 

condition is, in turn, just what Munro does when she writes and leads us inside Nancy’s tragic 

bewilderment, but at the same time she allows us and herself  to regain our own consciousness: 

“this is one of my tales: I have brought you inside an abyss, and now you can get out of it, as I did, 

trying hard to face my inner dreads which I have called “dementia”, without being convinced that 

they actually are the same thing….I come back and you will follow me”. Incidentally, this is also 

what a psychoanalyst does when he is with his/her patient: going inside him/her but coming back 

from those abysses, as one of the major ways to help them. 

On the contrary, the disquieting world of dementia is something strongly different from the 

world of dreams and phantasy, even though both (phantasy,  dreams, and  all the symptoms of 

neurocognitive impairment) need to be listened to very carefully and with great respect, because 

they anyway express an inner world of the patient, filled with different meanings. In fact 

psychotherapy with Alzheimer patients have demonstrated that, up to a certain point and time, they 

can clearly take advantage of this kind of intervention, improving their condition and slowing down 

the worsening of their symptoms. 

I am convinced that the awareness of the dramatic world of these kind of patients, of human beings, 

and of the attention and respect due to them is the seminal meeting point where Alice Munro, 

Marlene Goldman, all the discussants  and hopefully myself can creatively find a common ground. 

 

  


